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0 of 0 review helpful Awesome story and lots of adventures By Customer Loved this book I have the complete set on 
audio read by top level British actors Looks like the only review other than mine was from a pretty biased person Too 
bad for them This book takes you on another Narnian adventure this time with Eustice the once annoying cousin in 
The Dawn Treader and his classmate Jill The journey they take is very s Eustace and Jill are called back to Narnia 
where they meet Aslan the lion who sets them the task of finding King Caspian s long lost son Rilian With Narnian 
marshwiggle Puddlegum in tow the pair stumble across Harfang the castle of giants and are invited to stay for the 
Autumn Feast and then they realise that they are the main ingredients 
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